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itself at the foot of the cliffs. All the available evidence
points, therefore, to the conclusion that the Shanna hollow
and valley represent the site of an ancient river or fresh-water
lake ; and I was glad to think that I had discovered better
support than mere conjecture for the theory I had advanced
after a study of Mr. Thomas' land-levels some months earlier1
that the shallow depression shown by his figures in the Shanna
neighbourhood might well be the eastern continuation of the
great Wadi Dawasir channel whose upper reaches, trending
slightly south of east, I had seen at Sulaiyil in 1918, Such a
theory was indeed to find further substantial confirmation in
the desert westward of Shanna as I shall have occasion to
show in due course, but it must for the present suffice to leave
the facts, as ascertained up to the moment of our sojourn at
Shanna, to speak for themselves. It may however be sug-
gested that the underlying gypseous surface of the Khiran
tract, whose existence is proved by the occurrence of frequent
exposures amid the tumbled sands, and the shallow salt-wells
of that area, contribute strong evidence of the existence in
these parts of a great marine bay or gulf formed by the uplift
of the mountains of the Oman and Qara provinces during
or after the Eocene epoch. Such a gulf might have been
gradually filled up by the silt of the rivers pouring down
into it from every direction, or might have been raised
above the sea-level partly by that process and partly by a
tectonic uplift of the land-surface until the whole area was
exposed to the devastating influence of blown sand from
the * desert's dusty face' and became what it is to-day—an
ocean of dunes.
It seems indeed probable that Shanna itself lies not far dis-
tant from the point at which Wadi Dawasir in ancient times
poured its waters into the sea, whose shore-line, still clearly
recognisable in the Miocene cliffs of the Jiban tract, may
well have run southwards along the Summan uplands west of
Jabrin to form a bay near Maqainama, whence it would
have run east round the deep-well salient of Bir Fadhil and
Tuwairifa (near the mouth of Wadi Maqran), to continue
thence again southward along the western side of the *Ain
1 J.R.G.S., December, 1931, pp. 574-5.

